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An Introduction to Vanilla FX Options

Introduction
Foreign Exchange (FX) options are widely traded, but not widely understood. In this course we start at the very beginning and cover the basics quickly before moving on to look at more involved concepts that every vanilla options trader needs to know before doing his/her first trade.

Who the course is for?
- Graduate Trainees
- Junior traders on FX options desks
- Investment Bank sales people who want to up-skill themselves
- Central bank reserve managers
- Bank and Hedge Fund macro traders who come from a non-options background
- Risk department professionals in any financial institution

Learning outcome
Upon completion of the course, students will have a solid understanding of FX vanilla options and how to trade them.
An Introduction to Vanilla FX Options

Course content

Day 1
- What is an option?
- Put-call parity
- Quoting conventions
- The Black-Scholes model
- Historical and implied volatility
- The main greeks

Day 2
- Who uses options?
- Spot-directional strategies
- Delta hedging
- Rho hedging
- Gamma trading and dynamic hedging
- Theta
- Volatility trading

Day 3
- European and American expiry
- The volatility smile
- Volatility of volatility
- Trading butterflies
- Volga and sega
- The volatility smirk
- Spot-vol correlation
- Trading risk reversals
- Vanna and rega
- Exotic options – a brief overview
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